MOTION

i KADE, TRAVEL AND TOURISM

In 2000, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) launched the NextGen initiative to
modernize Air Traffic Control systems with the purported objective of increasing efficiency
in the air traffic over US airspace, reducing delays and improving flight safety.
Implementing NextGen will cause a series of dramatic changes from current air traffic
control and flight routing practices that will have significant impacts on residents of the
City of Los Angeles, particularly in the communities immediately around airports. The
agency has billed the project as "...one of the most ambitious infrastructure projects in U.S.
history."
Most recently, in anticipation of NextGen implementation, planes departing from the
Hollywood Burbank Airport have begun following new navigation waypoints in the San
Fernando Valley. A recent study by Landrum & Brown for the Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena
Airport Authority has confirmed that flight paths have already changed. This practice has
already significantly changed noise impact patterns, even before full implementation. The
impact on residents demonstrates the great need for completing an environmental review
and accepting and taking into account public input prior to NextGen implementation.
Members of the public have significant questions about whether the FAA has appropriately
adhered to Federal environmental review laws and process, and will do so before
proceeding with sweeping change.
The City Attorney's office, along with several council members, has already made several
demands for additional information about routes into LAX and sought relief for City
residents from noise and environmental impacts. The City filed an amicus brief in an
existing lawsuit (Vaughn v. FAA) challenging the adequacy of the FAA’s environmental
review of the North Downwind Arrival. The City also twice met with FAA officials to
discuss the concerns. As the City works toward the possibility of its outreach to the FAA
yielding positive results, the City and FAA have agreed to extend the deadline in which the
City could file a lawsuit in matters related to LAX.
I THEREFORE MOVE that the Council REQUEST that the City Attorney prepare a strategy
and continue to engage with the Federal Aviation Administration to ensure that all
appropriate State and Federal laws are followed in the implementation of changes to air
traffic control procedures, specifically including flight patterns around Hollywood Burbank
Airport, including preserving the right for the public to provide input, and develop
litigation to protect the interests of the City and its residents and to ensure that the FAA is
held accountable, if necessary.
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